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INTRODUCTION 

SOME COMMENTS ON SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

* G. H. Fisher 

The RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California 

Our concern in this s ess i on today is the current state of systems 

analysis and its possibilities for the future, including potential prob

lem areas . The primary focus is the Department of Defense, so my r e

marks to follow will be confined exclusively to the national security 

c ontext. However, some of the subject matter may have some applicabil

ity to other problem area s. 

First, let me try to make clear what systems ana lysis means t o me , 

because the term has different meanings f or different peopl e , and its 

role in the de cision proces s is viewed in a varie t y of ways --even among 

the practitioners themselves. These differing conceptions of wha t the 

subject is and what it i s supposed to accompl ish can in turn lead t o 

differing assessments of the current state of affairs and the prospects 

for the future . 

WHAT IS SYSTE"t-f..S ANALYSIS? 

Let us start out by lis ting a f ew of the ma j or characteristics of 

sys tems analysis : 

(1) A fundamental cha racte ris t ic is the systematic examination 

of objectives in a given problem area and of the alte rna t ive ways of 

achieving these objectives. 

* Any views expressed i n this paper are those of the author . They 
should not be interpreted a s r ef lecting the views of The RAND Corpora 
tion or the official opinion or policy of any of i ts governmental or 
private research sponsor s . Papers are reproduced by The RAND Corpora
t ion as a courtesy to members of its staff. 

This paper i s to be pre sented at the "Systems Analysis and Cost
Effectiveness" session of a MORS Symposium, State Department Auditorium, 
Washington, D.C., in Oc tober 1967 . 

In preparing this paper the author benefited from suggestions made 
by R. E. Bickner , M. W. Hoag, E. W. Paxson , E. S . Quade , and J.Y. Springer . 
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(2) Systems analysis typically involves an iterative process of 

formulation, testing, reformulation, re-testing, and so on. If, as is 

often the case, the process does not generate a ''preferred'' set of a 1-

ternatives, the results may nevertheless be very useful to the decision

maker--for example in the form of re-thinking and clarification of 

objectives. 

(3) The time context is the future--often the distant future (five, 

ten, or more years) . 

(4) Because of the extended time horizon, the environment is one 

of uncertainty--usually great uncertainty, which must be faced and 

treated explicitly in the analysis. This means that the analyst should 

avoid the exclusive use of simple expected value models. Such techniques 

as sensitivity analysis, ~ fortiori analysis, and contingency analysis 

should be utilized wherever possible. 

(5) Usually the context in which the analysis takes place is 

fairly broad (often very broad) and the environment very complex, with 

numerous interactions among the key variables in the problem. This 

means, on the one hand, that simple, straightforward solutions tend t o 

be the exception rather than the rule. On the other hand, even the 

most comprehensive systems analysis can never be really complete. But 

an analysis does not have to be complete to be useful. 

(6) While quantitative methods of analysis should be utilized as 

much as possible, many facets of a typical systems analysis problem 

cannot be quantified. Thus, purely quantitative work must often be 

supplemented by qualitative analysis. I stress the importance of good 

qualitative analysis and of using an appropriate combination of quanti

tative and qualitative methods. 

So much for the characteristics of systems analysis. Let me now 

list a few points concerning what systems analysis is not: 

First and foremost, it is not a panacea for solving the major r e

source allocation problems in the Department of Defense or any other 

part of the government. It cannot possibly replace the contextual in

tuition and judgment of the decisionmakers and/or planners. The pri

mary objective of systems analysis is to enhance that intuition and 
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judgment--especially with respect to the quantifiable nucleus of the 

decision process. 

Second, systems analysis is not a science in the strict sense of 

the word, and it is not likely to become one in the foreseeable future . 

It is essentially an art; but in practicing this art a serious attempt 

is made to use scientific concepts and modern analytical methods and 

techniques in the process of examining alternative future courses of 

action. 

Third, systems analysis is not an activity unduly dominated by 

economists and mathematicians preoccupied with building esoteric mod-

els and playing endless series of numbers games on computers. Economists 

and mathematicians do typically make major contributions to the systems 

analysis process; but so do members of other discip l ines--engineers, 

physicists , military strategists, political scientists, and the like . 

Quantitative analyses are made, but this does not mean that systems 

analysis tries to assign numbers to every facet of a problem area. 

Computers are often used, but their role is restricted largely to eas

ing the burden of computation--particularly where large numbers of al

ternatives have to be examined, and/or where it is necessary to test 

the sensitivity of final results to values of key input parameters 

about which we are uncertain. The latter is especially signi ficant, 

since we must almost always engage in a sensitivity analysis in our al l 

important search for dominant solutions. 

THE ROLE OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS IN THE LONG-RANGE 

PLANNING DECISION PROCESS 

Given this general conception of systems analysis, what is t he role of 

analysis in the long-range planning decision process? Just as the 

term systems analysis itself has different meanings to different peop l e, 

the role of analysis in the long-range planning decision process is 

often interpreted in various ways. (These two subjects are not inde

pendent, of course.) 
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Contrary to what some of the more enthusiastic advocates of quan

titative analysis may think, systems analysis should be visualized as 

playing a somewhat modest, though very significant, role in the overall 

decisionmaking process. In reality, most major long-range planning de

cision problems must ultimate ly be resolved primarily on the basis of 

* intuition and judgment. I suggest that the main role of analysis should 

be to try to sharpen this intuition and judgment through the more pre

cise statement of problems, the discovery and outlining of alternatives, 

making comparisons among alternatives, and the like. In practically no 

case should it be assumed that the results of the analysis will "make' ' 

the decision. The really critical problems are too difficult , and 

there are too many intangible (e.g., political, psychological, and so

ciological) considerations that cannot be taken fully into account in the 

analytical proces s , especially in a quantitative sense. In sum, the 

analytical process should be directed toward assisting the decision

maker in such a way that his intuition and judgment are better than 

they would be without the results of the analysis. And in many instances 

a small amount of sharpening of intuition and judgment can have a high 

payoff. 

Let me sum up this part of the discussion with a quotation from 

a statement by the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Systems Analysis: 

Ultimately all policies are made ••• on the basis 
of judgments. There is no other way , and there 
never will be. The question is whether those judg
ments have to be made in the fog of inadequate and 
inaccurate data, unclear and undefined issues, and 
a welter of conflicting personal opinions, or 
whether they can be made on the basis of adequate, 
reliable information, relevant experience, and 
clearly drawn issues. In the end, analysis is but 
an aid to judgment Judgment is supreme. i 

* There is a body of current research examining some of the physio-
logical and psychological aspects of the intuition and judgment process. 
Will this be a future major area for systems analysis? 

tA. C. Enthoven, quotation contained in an article in Business 
Week, November 13, 1965, p. 189. 
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THE STATE OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS TODAY 

With my previous remarks as a backdrop, consider the question of 

the state of systems analysis today in the national security realm. 

To do justice to this question would require both more knowledge on my 

part and more time than is available t o me today. Besides, I am most 

anxious to get to the next ques tion: What about the future ? I shall 

therefore be very brief in talking about the present situation. 

One's assessment of the present state of affairs is very much de 

pendent upon the criteria used as a bas is for judgment . If volume of 

activity is the criterion, then I think we must conclude that systems 

analysis is in great shape--at least relative to, say, ten years ago . 

There are certainly more people engaged in the activity t oday than be

fore . However, it is not clear what this means in a substantive sense. 

In fact, some would conclude that having more people engaged in systems 

analysis activity is by definition most unfortunate! 

Let me pose a more relevant question: As a result of systems anal

ysis, do we have a relatively clearer understanding of the substantive 

national security issues today than ten or fifteen years ago? I am 

not sure that anyone can really demonstrate whether the answer is yes 

or no. To my knowledge a scholarly survey of this question has not 

been done; so the answer must be primarily a matter of subjective judgment . 

My own feeling is that in some areas a good deal of progress has 

been made in the way of clarification of issues and providing a basis 

for sharpening the intuition and judgment of the decisionmakers. Ex

amples of a few of the more important of these are the following: 

(1) The mix of airlift, sealift and prepositioning . 

(2) The force mix of land-based and sea-based tactical a i rpower. 

(3) The mix of manned aircraft and missile forces in the stra-

tegic offensive mission area. 

(4) The balance among different damage-limiting measures (both 

offensive and defensive) in nuclear war preparedness. 

The ultimate question, of course , is whether systems analysis as 

practised today is helping to promote better national security decis ions 

than would be the case without this specific type of analyt ical 
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input to the process. I do not know whether or not such a question can 

be answered definitively by anyone. I do know that I am not quali-
-

fied to give such an answer. My contacts with the decision process 

have not been frequent enough and intimate enough to permit me to at

tempt an informed assessment . However, as an outsider who on occasion 

has had an opportunity to observe parts of the t otal decisionmaking 

procedure, my feeling is that at least in~ areas decisions have 

tended to be more informed than they would have been without an explicit 

systems analysis contribution. The implication is that the resulting 

decisions are better; but I would not try to defend this definitively. 

Now my remarks should not be interpreted to imply that all is well 

with systems analysis today. Much remains to be done--both in terms of 

concepts and methods of analysis, and in terms of applications to sub

ject matter areas. This points us toward the future. Let me now turn 

to that subject specifically. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS AND PROBLEM AREAS 

The future prospects for systems analysis depend upon a number of 

factors, many of which are self-evident and would thus show up on al

most everyone's list of items about the future. While these factors 

may be painfully obvious, they are nevertheless very important, and 

for this reason I want t o list a few of them for the recor d : 

(1) High-quality people working in an interdisciplinary research 

environment are the prime r equirements for further progress in sys 

tems analysis in the future. 

(2) The responsible decisionmakers and/or planners of the future 

must have a proper appreciation of what systems analysis can and cannot 

do for them, and they must be willing to make use of systems analysis 

inputs to the decision process. (This, of course, does not mean accept

ing uncritically the results of all analyses.) 

(3) We must continue to try to develop new concepts, methods and 

techniques of analysis--advancing the analytical "state of the art." 

While most of this should probably be done as part of the r esearch ef

fort applied to specific problem areas, it seems desirable to allocate 

a modest amount of resources to the development of methodology ~ ~· 

.· 
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So much for examples of "necessary conditions" for the advancement 

of systems analysis in the future. Let us now consider specific prob

lem areas. Because of time constraints today, I can discuss only a few 

examples. 

The strategic offensive and defensive forces area would seem to 

be a most interesting one from a systems analysis point of view. For 

one thing, the excellent work done to date in this area provides a good 

foundation for making further advances in the future. Here I particu

larly have in mind recent past and current work which makes a serious 

attempt to consider the strategic offense and defense together, and 

which examines a wider range of strategic scenarios than was the case 

previously--specifically, for example, damage-limiting capabilities 

in addition to pure assured destruction. 

Future work on the strategic offensive/defense force mix problem 

might well take off from these studies, and attempt further explora

tions along the following lines: 

(1) Focus considerably more on joint intent/capability analyses 

(multi-sided) rather than on extreme intent cases where the 

adversaries use their maximum capabilities. 

(2) This implies considering subjects like the following (in ad

dition to assured destruction and damage limiting): 

(a) Coercion and bargaining capabilities to be used in an 

escalation process stemming from a crisis situation (to 

the extent that this i s not automatic from dama ge -lim

iting analyses) . 

(b) Intrawar deterrence of countervalue exchanges. 

(c) War termination. 

If these issues are to be explored in depth~ the question arises 

as to whether present systems analysis concepts and methods alone are 

sufficient for dealing with the total problem. The answer is likely 

to be no, and in that case we might be tempted to say: "Let's game it." 

"Gaming it," however, has typically suffered from some or all of the 

following disadvantages: 
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(1) Unless the game is overly simplified (and hence perhaps 

useless or misleading), one run-through has taken an inordi

nately long time, and therefore was very expensive in terms 

of man-days of effort. 

(2) In a given "play" of the game so many key factors were vary

ing that interpreting the significance of a single play has 

been most difficult. Repetitions, under controlled conditions , 

might help solve this problem; but in the past the l ength of 

time (and hence the cost) required for one play made a large 

number of run-throughs infeasible . 

(3) It has been difficult to make r eadily available to the play

ers the large body of information (including a kit of analyt

ical tools to utilize this information) required to permit 

them to adequately assess the relevant range of alternatives 

before deciding upon a move . Similar difficulties have arisen 

with respect to control and evaluation teams in their record

ing, assessing, and directing the play. In sum, there have 

been difficulties in getting the desired analytical substance 

into the games to prevent them from degenerating into a series 

of isolated plays which are too little subject to meaningful 

interpretation . 

For these reasons, and others, merely "gaming it" does not seem 

to be the answer to the strategic offense/defense planning problem. 

Neither does the use of present systems analysis me thods alone. Appar

ently some innovation in analytical concepts and methods is called for 

in the future . However, methodological innovation is not easy to come 

by; and we might ask whether something useful can be done in the near 

t erm future which will "tide us over," so to speak , until a mor e dramatic 

* breakthrough is attained . On the basis of current experimentation, 

it would appear that some interesting possibilities exis t. 

Consider the following statements: 

(1) We have a body of knowledge and experience in conventional 

gaming . 

(2) We have a body of knowledge and experience in current systems 

analysis methods and techniques. 

*Present work at The RAND Corporation in this area is under the 
direction of E. W. Paxson . 
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(3) We have computers, and there have been recent advances with 

respect to information storage and retrieval, display tech

niques, and, perhaps most important of all, on-line, t ime

shari ng compute r systems designed for use by analysts with 

no background in computer programming. 

(4) We have the beginnings of techniques to systematize the in

teractions of a group engaged in a j oint judgmental endeavor 

* in the context of a dynamic sequential decision process . 

Now any one of these items by itself may not help very much toward 

solving our problem. But what might happen if we combine all four in 

a very deliberate manner, with a view to having each one mutually re

inforce the others? Might the result be a whole that is in a sense 

greater than the sum of the parts? 

In the case of the offense/defense force mix planning problem , I 

think that such an outcome might be poss ible because of r ea s ons l ike 

the followi ng: 

Primarily because of the multis ided controlled-response scenarios 

t ha t have to be examined, some sort of gaming activity seems called 

for. Conventional gaming , however, t ends t o have limitations , as noted 

previous ly, with respect to analytical cont ent . Perhaps t his disad

vantage can be partially offset by providing the players and the con

trol and evaluation t eams with a body of data and analyt i cal models 

which would permit the participants t o engage in a considerab le amount 

of analytical activity during the play of the game. The trouble here 

is that attempting to increase the analytical c ont ent of the play would 

t end to lengthen a process that i s already too l ong. This is where the 

computer t echnology comes in--particularly on-line, time-sharing com

pute r systems. Through judicious exp l oitation of advanced computer 

technology , it appears pos s ible to readily make available to the game 

participants a considerable amount of the necessar y data base and modu

l a rly constructed analytical models r equired t o increase substantially 

* In part, t his involves an ext ension of "The Delphi Method." For 
a discus sion of the me thod itself, see Olaf Helmer, Analysis of the 
Future: The De lphi Method, The RAND Corporation, P-3558 , March 1967 . 
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the analytical content of the game. Conceivably this might be done 

without making the game itself unduly mechanistic and without increas

ing the playing time significantly. If anything, playing time might 

hopefully be reduced. 

Let me give you just one example of what has been done in this 

area as a part of one of the experiments with which I am familiar. At 

certain stages of the game the players have to engage in a planning ex

ercise to structure their respective offensive/defensive force s for 

the distant future. Numerous alternative systems and mixes of systems 

are available for consideration, and the force-structure choices have 

to be made subject to a budget (resource) constraint. This means that 

the players have to engage in a considerable amount of cost analysis 

activity in the process of trying to arrive at the most effective force 

that might be obtained from the stipulated overall cost level. Using 

conventional cost analysis methods and techniques would take an inor

dinate: amount of time. So a series of quick-response cos t analysis 

models (for both individual weapon systems and total force structures) 

were developed and programmed for an on-line, time-sharing computer 

system. Use of these models permits the participants to ve ry rapidly 

assess the resource impact of alternative force structures that they 

want to consider year by year over a period of years into the future. 

The result is a marked increase in the cost analysis activity that can 

be engaged in by the participants , without a significant increase in 

game play time. Also, the results of the players' deliberations are 

automatically made a matter of record for post-game review and evalua

tion from the computer printouts. 

I hope that this brief description gives you some idea of how ex

isting bodies of knowledge might be combined to produce an analytical 

procedure which will enable us to be tter tackle complicated defense 

planning problems in the future. Current experimentation is not far 

enough along as yet to permit assessment of the potential utility of 

such procedures; but at least they hold promise of representing a mod

est step forward. 

As a second problem are a example, l e t us turn to a subject that 

is important now and is like ly to remain so in the future: the question 
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of the mobility of the general purpose forces. I haven't time to out

line all of the issues involved in this problem; so I shall discuss 

only some of them t o illustrate a few selected points . 

Until recently, most studies tended t o focus on the "big lift11 

part of the total problem--that is, the intercontinental transportation 

question. The central issue here, of course, is the preferred mix of 

airlift, sealift, and prepositioned supplies and equipment. As I indi 

cated earlier, some very good work has been done in this area, and I 

think something fairly close to good suboptimization has been attained. 

However, when one begins to think more deeply about the total problem-

t he problem the force planners have to grapple with--then questions be

gin to arise. 

A central issue in the big lift problem is the high cost of air

lift vs. sealift (including advanced design logistics ships) and pre

positioning in r elation to the payoff in terms of ~ rapid r esponse 

time and flexibility available from force mixes containing a r elatively 

high proportion of expensive airlift capability. So the question of 

the value of very rapid response is a dominant cons ideration . However, 

if one wants to get serious about delving into the matte r of quick r e

sponse, it is immediately obvious that the boundaries of the original 

problem have to be broadened . Tot al response time is made up of intra

Z.I. mobility and intra-theate r (or objectives area) mobi lity in addi

tion t o the big lift. And ther e are inte ractions among all three . 

So we have to look at the total before we know what kind of a re sponse 

we really have for various alternatives. Here the problem begins t o 

get very complicated. For example, when the intra-objectives area is 

added to the analysis, things get particularly messy. The ground bat

tle cannot be ignored, nor can the questions of re-deployment and r e

supply. Furthermore , the final outcomes are very scenario dependent . 

For example, the r esults are sensiti ve to speed of development of t he 

potential threat, the value of forward vs. rear defense in the light 

of U.S. commitments t o various area s , and the like . 

Although I have barely scratched the surface , I think I have said 

enough to illustrate my ma in point; that substantive analysis of the 

total mobility problem facing the long-range planne rs is very difficult--
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particularly in attempting to seek out preferred alternatives in a 

broad context . Does this mean that the study effort expended in this 

area to date is worthless to the decisionmakers and that further work 

should not be initiated in the future? I think nothing could be further 

from the truth. Recently, some very inte resting work has been done on 

the intra-theater (or obj ectives area) mobility problem, to supp lement 

the studies already done in the big lift area. While no overall "pre

ferred solutions" have been forthcoming , these studies have provided 

ins ights into the key variables involved, some of the more important 

inte rre lationships among the variables, the sensitivity of results to 

variations in key parameters and assumptions, and the like. As a re

sult, I fee l that the decisionmakers have a much better basis for their 

judgments regarding future mobility force mixes than they would have had 

wi thout the studies, and in my view, this is the real value of analysis. 

But what about the future ? The key problem for future work seems 

t o me t o be similar to that in other areas : trying to find a way to 

bring together in some sense the work already done on components of 

the total problem. Here , it is t empting to say that everything is r e

lated to everything else , therefore l e t's set out immediately to build 

the grand "general equilibrium" model. Whi le this may be correct in 

principle , experience to date indicates that trying t o tackle the "big 

mode l" all at once usually does not produce substantive research results . 

He r e i s wher e some carefully executed ingenuity by systems analysts 

might produce useful results in the future . For example, if we can es

tablish jus t a few key threads of linkage among intra-Z.I., inte r 

thea ter, and intra-objectives area mobility systems , a significant in

crement of unde rstanding might be achieve d. 

Also , i n some cases at least , a wide r range of alternatives might 

be examine d in the future . For example , there may be a trade - off be

tween e conomic and military aid t o indigenous f orces on the one hand 

and expensive, very quick r esponse time on the part of U.S. general 

purpose f orces on the other. If indigenous force s can be given the 

capabi lity to hold out against potential enemy attacks for a litt le bit 

longer period of time, pe rhaps the mobility capability of U.S. general 
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purpose forces can be placed below the very high cost portion of the 

mobility cost curve. In other words, force mixes containing very large 

elements of expensive airlift might be avoided. While this would no 

doubt not be possible in some cases, there may be enough of such in

stances to make a significant difference in the future posture of the 

U.S. general purpose and lift forces. 

All in all, it seems that in the problem area concerning mobility 

of the gene ral purpose forces, many issues remain to be explored in 

future systems analysis work. While much has been accomp lished t o date , 

numerous unexplored interrelationships need examination in the future. 

So much for examples of specifi c problem areas . Let me now turn 

t o the subject of systems analysis methodology in the future. Here 

there is a "standard lis t" that people tend to recite when asked about 

wha t c onceptual and methodological work needs to be done. Included on 

the list are , for example, the need for better ways to deal with un

c ertainty in systems analyses, further work on the criteria problem, 

better methods for treating problems associated with time , etc. 

These, of course, are important subject s . However, today I would 

like to discuss a somewhat different (though related) set of issues. 

I n a gener al sense systems analysis has two main components: that 

part dealing with effectiveness (or utility) considerations, and that 

part concerned wi t h cost (or r esource impact) considerations. Now we 

are often t old that the effectiveness side of t he coin i s t he r eal ly 

difficult area, where most of t he future conceptual and me thodological 

work needs t o be focused. Some people even say that for the mos t part 

the cost or resource impact area is in great shape and that little r e

mains to be done . I agree that the effectiveness r ealm is the more 

difficult of the two, but I do not think that the cos t analysis area i s 

as tidied up as some peop l e would lead us to believe . In my remarks t o 

follow I hope to make this clear. I shall argue that there may be im

portant problems in the cost analysis area that nee d working on in the 

future , although I must admit at the outset that I do not know just how 

they should be tackled . 
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Most cost analysts who really know the subject will readily admit 

that there is plenty of room for improvement in the future. The ques

tion is, in what direction? In the recent past, considerable attention 

has been focused on one problem area in particular--that concerning prob

lems associated with time. More specifically, a lot of attention has 

been given to the issue of what discount rate to use in systems analysis 

studies to "equalize11 future cost streams through time--that is, to 

equalize them with respect to time preference. We have had conferences 

where much time was spent arguing about whether the discount rate should 

be the current interest rate on u.s. government bonds, the current rate 

of growth of GNP, the current rate on AAA industrial bonds, or some othe r 

rate. Some people apparently fee l that this is an important area for 

future research. 

My reaction i s that I am not convinced that the subject is all that 

important. If a given national security decision is of such a nature 

that the decisionmakers are not (or should not be) indifferent with re

spect to time preference, the analysts can do a lot in the way of sharp

ening the intuition and judgment of the decisionmakers without necessarily 

de t ermining the discount rate to use in the particular problem at hand. 

For example, the sensitivity of final r esults to a relevant range of 

discount rates can be ca l culated . Also , as part of this t ype of analysis, 

the r a t e t hat must be used in order for the ranking of t he alternatives 

to be changed significantly can be determined. The decisionmakers can 

then make up their own minds about how they want to treat the time 

preference problem in the process o f choosing among alternatives . 

In any event , it seems to me that the discounting question per ~ 

is not one that represents a major problem area for futur e r esearch. 

Further more , it would appear that discounting is but one facet of a 

mor e general question that might deserve some investigation in the future. 

That question is: Do the money cost inputs to systems analyses as gen

erated by current cost analysis methods and procedures really r epresent 

what we think or hope they do? If t hey do not, are they still close 

enough for the purposes of systems analysis comparisons? 

What do we hope these costs represent? Presumably we want them t o 

reflect the economic costs to the Department of Defense and/or the Nation . 
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In its most fundamental sense the economic cost of a proposed future 

course of action is whatever must be given up or sacrificed in order 

to adopt that course--that is, other opportunities foregone. The in

teresting thing about the "opportunity cost" concept is that the cost 

of a given proposed alternative is thought of in terms of the utilities 

or benefits that would be foregone if the given proposal were to be 

implemented. 

Current military cost analysis methods and procedures generate 

estimates of the cost of future courses of action in both physical units 

of measure (e.g., manpower) and money costs . Money costs can be calcu

lated in a variety of ways; for example, 

(1) Total system cost: R&D, investment, plus a span-of-years 

operating cost. 

(2) Time-phased costs for systems and/or total force structures, 

usually measured in terms of total obligational authority and/ 

or expenditures. 

Money costs in one form or another are the most commonly use d in

dex of the economic cost of alternatives in systems analysis studies. 

The question I would like to pose is whether or not these money costs 

adequately reflect the "opportunity costs" of system and force struc

ture proposals for the future. 

The current generally accepted answer is perhaps best stated and 

* argued most convincingly by Hitch and McKean. I cannot take the time 

here today to go into the details of their argument ; but let me state 

their main conclusion: 

As a consequence, money costs of future defense ac
tivities approximate the real alternatives tha t are 
foregone--the r eal sacrifices that are entailed-
when one activity or weapon system is s e lected. This 
will be true for those problems in which a general 
monetary constraint is proper, that is, for problems 
pe rtaining to dates sufficiently in the future to per
mit the production and procurement of varying quanti
ties of weapons and materiel. 

* .· Charles J. Hitch and Roland N. McKean, The Economics of Defense 
in the Nuclear Age , Harvard University Press, Cambridge , 1960, PP· 25-28. 
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Now this conclusion may well be correct, and as I stated before , 

the argument leading up to it is fairly convincing. Also, for the near

term future we have no alternative to using the currently established 

concepts, methods and techniques. However, f or the more distant future 

I think that it might be worth while to try to investigate further the 

hypothesis that money cost estimates, as currently generated and used , 

are in fact an adequate index of economic (opportunity) costs for pur

poses of systems analysis. So far, the hypothesis has apparently not 

been rejected; but that it has been adequately t ested is not clear. 

I am suggesting that it might be a good idea to try to do some more 

testing . 

I must admit that at the moment I am not very clear in my own mind 

about the specific hypotheses that should be tested. One possible line 

of investigation might be the following: Economic theory tells us t hat 

under conditions of pure competition the money costs of the factors of 

production will in fact represent their true economic or opportunity 

costs. However, the u.s. economy might not be all that competitive, 

particularly in those sectors (like the aerospace industry) that are 

most relevant to national defense. Does this mean that money costs 

diverge significantly from economic costs? Is the r e a way that we might 

investigate this question quantitatively? For example , could we determ

ine whether an appreciable drop in civilian space activities might greatly 

decrease the price of some highly specialized r esources that are relevan t 

for military systems? 

Speaking of opportunity cost, the thought occurs to me that the 

cost to the audience might be inordinately high if I should talk for 

another five or ten minutes. The alternative is t o stop now! 

So let me sum up as follows : Systems analysis denotes the process 

of helping to sharpen the intuition and judgment of the decisionmaker s 

through the more precise statement of problems , thor ough ident i fication 

(and often invention) of the r e levant alternati ves , measurement of their 

costs, identification of their probable benefits, explicit treatmen t of 

the uncertainties involved, and a serious attemp t t o estimate the ef

fects of policy alternatives. These are commonsensical ideas , but ac

tually doing them is often extraordinarily complex and demand i ng . Much 
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progress has been made to date; but a great deal remains to be done in 

the future. Further progress will require ingenious thinking, and above 

all just plain hard work. 
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